Sir Corran of Redmount
“By House and Honor! To battle!”
Sir Corran, despite his commoner upbringing, is one of the finest knights every to serve House Gwydion.
He has a long and varied service of battle against the Thallain—Unseelie Changelings who attempt to
undermine the Seelie traditions of honor and duty at all costs—and against the forces of Banality.

Known most for the battle of Redmount, in which he single handedly defended a weakened dragon until
it was able to return to the Deep Dreaming, Corran is a strong and intelligent Knight. He knows that
House Gwydion will never allow him to obtain a leadership position, and that sits just fine with him as he
also knows that his favorite place to be is on the field of battle.
Certainly, the dance floor is not the field of battle he had originally been expecting to see, but protecting
Countess Lux from any harm that might come to her is quite an honor as it comes with invitations to
some of the finest Sidhe parties in the land.
Since being placed as her guardian, he’s become very fond of his charge—only carefully has he not
added himself to the list of scandalous affairs Sara has been secretly known for. He has, however,
become her closest friend, and was responsible for ensuring that Lilah Awning was physically removed
from the Freehold when the Sidhe Elders figured out that she and Sara were having “dalliances”.

Goals




Protect Sara Lux at all costs! If anything happens to her, there is no telling what the incredibly
imaginative Sidhe will do to you.
Seek out opportunities for glory and honor. Just because it’s a party doesn’t mean there isn’t
some nefarious ne’er-do-well in need of a good thrashing.

They say that Sir Talon of House Fiona is the greatest swordsman in the land. You’ll see about
that!

Faction: House Gwydion

This house is perhaps the most 'noble' of all the houses. Members of this house are conservative, dutybound Kithain who place the well-being of their kingdoms above their own, though their rule is often
marked by the belief that only members of their house are fit to rule.
House Gwydion controls the Duchy of the Crystal Keep, which encompasses vast stretches of territory
North of Austin, including Dallas and Fort Worth.

Seelie Court

The Seelie have a reputation as the guardians of fae traditions. They are the peacekeepers, protectors of
the weak, and the ideals of chivalry. Most Seelie seek the reunion between the mortal world and the
dreaming, and would like to be back to the time before the realms became divided.
The Seelie Code


Death before dishonor: honor is the most important virtue, the source of all glory.



Beauty is life: beauty is a timeless, objective quality that, while it cannot be defined, is always
recognized for itself.





Love Conquers all: love lies at the heart of the dreaming. True love transcends all and
epitomizes what it means to be Seelie.

Never forget a debt: one gift deserves another. The recipient of a gift is obliged to return the
favor.

Satyr

Strong, Chivalrous, Stoic and Brave are all apt words to describe a Troll. Tall and noble, these Kithain
originally hail from the north, specifically Nordic lands. Supposedly the first noble kith, legend has it they
were defeated in a war against the Sidhe and then swore fealty to them. As such, they are often seen as
guards or knights in the service of Changeling Nobility. Their valor and taste for hard work has often
made them nobility themselves, though the practical, simplistic Trolls are humble enough to not let it go
to their heads. As such, they are loyal and honest to a fault, and are often disappointed in the other
Kithain for not being the same way. This has led some others to think of them as naive. In reality, Trolls
are not stupid, just patient and sometime stubborn, though when pushed too far, a Troll may fly into an
uncontrollable rage until either everything is broken or she is taken down.

Connections

Sara Lux – Your noble lady and protective charge, Lux is considered to be fair and beautiful even among
the Sidhe. Though any romantic attraction you might have has been cast aside in favor of not being
exiled, the two of you nonetheless share a very friendly bond.
Xavier Wildes – Xavier, despite his frightening demeanor, has been very appreciative of your talent on
the battlefield. Though you wouldn’t consider yourself friends, he is your direct superior, and you’re
duty-bound to protect him, too.
Lilah Awning – Once, she was a Knight like you. But like too many before her, she got trapped in the
web of Sara’s endless infatuations, and they began to secretly see each other every night. When the
Duke found out, he was furious, and you personally were forced to throw her out of the Freehold.

